The Path of the Inka-Healers
A Fascinating Spiritual Journey to
Cusco – The Sacred Valley of the Inkas and Machupicchu

There is a joyful country where its sparkling nature was painted by the sun, moon and stars

There is a country where its enchanting history was written with beautiful stones
There is a country where its mystery is sung by the voices of its intense Amazon River
There is a country where the Earth is a sacred healer and the Andean mountains are elderly teachers
There is a country where their faith is inspired by the constant renaissance of the Snake, in the wise pilgrimage of the Puma and the pristine flight of the Condor
There is a country where the greatest poem to the perfect symbiosis between nature and man
was expressed in the most beautiful temple to the divinity "Machupicchu"
from where a light of hope is born that cover the whole world
with a sacred healing energy ....
There is a country called Peru ... just dare to walk on its sacred ground
and surely your story will be part of the privileged book of life....
(Richard Aguayo)

We happily invite you to a sacred journey to Peru “The Path of the Inka Healers, this spiritual pilgrimage will be guided by local natives including the Q'ero Healers-Teachers, this incredible spiritual journey will include special visits and explorations to the most important and energetic Inka temples around Cusco, the sacred valley of the Inkas, and as a highlight the City of Light of Machupicchu.

Day by Day Program

Day 01 – Arrive to Lima-Cusco.- Arrive to Lima Peru then to Cusco airport and transfer to a Hotel in Downtown- afternoon free to rest and sleep so that our bodies can slowly get acclimatize to this new altitude- Hotel in Cusco

Day 02 – Cusco.- Day to explore this ancient city and capital of the Inka civilization, walking around the streets with stone walls and with splendid Inka decorations; an special visit to the Koricancha or the temple of the Sun, an spectacular place dedicated to celebrate the spiritual level of the sacred Puma-one of the most important Inka temples with an amazing stone work, then we will also visit the most important sites around this ancient city. Hotel in Cusco (Breakfast B)
Day 03 - Cusco the capital of the Inka Culture. Beginning of the teachings and ceremonies, first morning gathering with Q’ero Healers-Teachers who will share their ancient spiritual and medicinal wisdom, early morning bus to “Tambomachay” a sacred Inka altar dedicated to honor the holy water of the Andes, a beautiful moment where Q’ero Healers will invoke to their ancestors in their Inka Q’echua language, prayers which will help us to integrate with the healing energy of Mama Q’ocha-Mother water, this will be an exclusive ceremony in one of the most important temples dedicated to the integration with the female energy of PachaMama-Mother Earth, we then will explore the Inka temples of Q’enqo and Saqsayhuaman… Hotel in Cusco (B)

Day 04 – Typon The Water temple and The Apu Protector. Another day dedicated to be in traditional ceremonies with the Inka Q’ero teachers, this time we will visit the temple of Typon, an unique place in the middle of the mountains where the Inka Masters built a temple dedicated to the Mama Q’ocha-Mother Water with the protection of the Apu Pachatusan-the spirit protector of the city of Cusco, Our Q’ero teachers will do a sacred offering to PachaMama and the Apus; this is also a great temple to do walking meditations to ask the Andean spirits to guide us in our spiritual journey around the Andes and Machupicchu. Hotel in Cusco (B)

Day 05 – Cusco and Sacred Valley of the Inkas Leave by bus to the fertile and colorful sacred valley of the Inkas, visiting first Chinchero a typical Andean village, where natives will do a private workshop about the ancient techniques and spiritual designs of the Andean textiles and Mesas, using the natural fibers of the Alpaca, then the pathway will lead us to “Moray” another extraordinary and sacred Inka temple, the ancient healers built an incredible temple with circular paths which takes into the heart of the earth… into PachaMama- an amazing moment and place to do a belly to belly ceremony to integrate our full energy of life to the healing energies of PachaMama-Mother Earth and get the teachings about the Spiritual Level of the Ukhu Pacha or the level of the Snake, overnight in a lovely Inn in the Sacred Valley of the Inkas (CB)

Day 06 – Ollantaytambo Another beautiful day in the Sacred Valley of the Inkas, a full day to visit and explore one of the most enigmatic Inka Temples, “Ollantaytambo—the Temple to Wiracocha” the Creator of the Universe, the ancient Inka teachers selected this sacred mountain to build incredible terraces with a delightful stone work, which main attraction is the pink big stone in the highest part of the temple which we call “the sacred universal book”, where an intense healing energy can be felt; and as a final visit we will enjoy a meditation in the temple of the Condor- the sacred Andean bird which is considered to be the bridge to the upper level or superior level… Afternoon walk around the town, a typical Andean village
which still preserve the original Inka stone houses-walls and gorgeous water channels--- Overnight in a lovely Inn the Sacred valley of the Inkas (B)

**Day 07 - Huilloq- AC.-** Few places in the Andes are as charming as the Native Community of Huilloq, we will travel by bus through fertile valleys and Inka terraces until we get to this spectacular Andean Village, local native people will welcome us with lovely songs in their local language “Quechua” then we will visit their adobe break houses and will have the great opportunity to visit their fertile crops and learn the ancient techniques to produce the famous and precious Andean Potatoes and corn, and their incredible varieties... we will also be invited to wear very typical Huilloq Native clothes as we enjoy of a very nutritious Quinoa soup and potatoes in different colors and flavors, a very unique day to experience and learn about the real Andean Life, afternoon return to Ollantaytambo and we will take a train to Machupicchu Town (B)

**Day 08 - MachuPicchu the Temple-the Perfect Harmony.** Staying in Aguas Calientes gives us the option to go to the temple of Machupicchu really early in the morning and be one of the first groups, have a full day visiting and exploring this amazing temple, which was built to honor the perfection of nature and to admire the beauty of the universe; as we contemplate the Mountain of “Llanatin-Masintin-the Priestess-the balance. A day full of explorations to absorb the healing energy of MachuPicchu, an inspiring temple dedicated to the harmony between men and nature, a magnificent moment to visit the different sacred temples like the Condor, Puma, Sun, PachaMama and others, late bus back to Aguas Calientes and return by train to Cusco, Hotel in Cusco (B)

**Day 09 -** Free day in Cusco for personal activities and last shopping, to get the best Alpaca Sweaters and or to walk around this ancient city.. Hotel in Cusco (B)

**Day 10 - Cusco.-** Transfer to the Cusco airport for the flight to Lima and back home

END OF OUR SERVICES

**WHAT WILL BE INCLUDED IN THIS EXTRAORDINARY JOURNEY?**

- A unique Journey to the most important natural temple of Cusco
- Personal teachings and group ceremonies –Inka-Q’ero Healers & Richard A.
- Hotels with private bathroom and hot shower, with Breakfast (B)
- Guided tours as mentioned in program
- Entrance fees to temple in Cusco-Sacred Valley-Machupicchu- and Titicaca
- Private buses for the whole journey Transfers & Tours
For the Machupicchu Part

- A full day extraordinary and unusual experience in Machupicchu
- Entrances fees to MachuPicchu
- Shuttle bus Aguas Calientes to Machupicchu round trip
- Tourist Train to MachuPicchu

NOT INCLUDED

- Tours and transfers not mentioned in program
- Airplane tickets (International neither National)
- Meals not mentioned in Program
- Entrances fees not mentioned in program
- Tips
- Extra expenses